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& cleaning accessories for the Bakery Industry
BRUSHES

•  manufacturing brushes since 1875 •  www.b r u sh . c om  •

braunbrush®



order toll free 1.800.645.4111 or on our website www.brush.com

Braun can manufacture unique brushes to fit any application. We make brushes used 
for dusting, liquid application or cleaning to your specifications. You can design online 
on the design-a-brush section of the website at www.brush.com, call toll-free for a 
quote at 1-800-645-4111 or FAX us your drawing to 516-741-6299. We can 
manufacture one brush or 100 – whatever the need. 

designing your own brush is easy

cylindrical brush metal back strip brush twisted in wire brush

For over 140 years the name 

Braun has been synonymous 

with brushes of the highest 

quality. During this period 

sanitary standards have 

become increasingly critical 

throughout the food 

industries. To meet these 

exacting standards, Braun has 

developed Epoxy Set brushes.

With the traditional staple set 
method, 35% of drilled hole 
space remains empty inviting 
bacteria to where it is 
impossible to clean. With 
Braun’s Epoxy Set method, the 
tuft of bristle material is 
immersed in a non-toxic 
molten epoxy which hardens 
into a smooth solid base. This 
eliminates the tuft holes, 
thereby eliminating a place for 
moisture, bacteria and food 
particles to accumulate.

In effect, Braun’s unique 
Epoxy Set technique creates a 
permanent sanitary bond that 
eliminates water and bacteria 
penetration, gives added 
strength and better shape 
retention to bristles, and 
simplifies brush cleaning 
while increasing brush life, 
efficiency and ease
of handling.

Satisfaction is guaranteed!
If you are not completely satisfied 
with anything you order from 

Braun Brush, we will gladly repair, 
replace or refund the cost of the 
products in full. Please call toll-free 
within 60 days of receipt of goods for 
specific return instructions.

satisfactionguaranteed

1-800-645-4111
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bakingbrushes
pastry brushes
The only professional pastry brush to utilize tufted construction. This allows the brush to 
soak up the maximum liquid and lets you place it where you want it. All brushes are 
epoxy set.

white synthetic 
Item # Size Price

B2A 2” $11.70

B3A 3” $18.70

B4A 4” $19.80

green synthetic
Item # Size Price

B2B 2” $11.70

B3B 3” $18.70

B4B 4” $19.80

white boar hair
Item # Size Price

B2C 2” $13.90

B3C 3” $20.90

B4C 4” $21.90

black boar hair
Item # Size Price

B2D 2” $13.90

B3D 3” $20.90

B4D 4” $21.90

white boar hair croissant brush
Item # Size Price

B2CC 2” $13.10

These professional egg wash brushes have a unique feature. A tab on the end allows the 
brush to rest on the top of the can. This keeps the brush from soaking up too much 
liquid. Epoxy set with pure bleached boar hair. This is one of the many Braun brushes 
that will not shed.

egg wash brushes

Item # Length Head Trim Material Price

B28 11 1/4” 4” 2 5/8” Boar Hair $32.70

B20 11 3/4” 5 1/4” 2 5/8” Boar Hair $34.90



R Brushes shipped in white unless otherwise specified by letter designation following the item number.
Some prices for colors may vary. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

basting brush

bakingbrushes
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Two sizes of grease brushes are available in four different fills; white or black boar hair, and 
white or green nylon. All models are epoxy set to eliminate shedding. Set in a slip resistant 
polypropylene handle.

greasing brushes

white synthetic 
Item # Size Price

B5A 1” $13.10

B7A 1 1/4” $16.00

green synthetic
Item # Size Price

B5B 1” $13.10

B7B 1 1/4” $16.00

white boar hair
Item # Size Price

B5C 1” $16.80

B7C 1 1/4” $19.40

black boar hair
Item # Size Price

B5D 1” $16.80

B7D 1 1/4” $19.40

These bench brushes are impervious to liquid. In fact they wind up looking like new 
each time they are washed out. This is made possible by epoxy setting in a 
polypropylene block. There are two styles available, as pictured, to fit your needs. 
Counter brush with handle measures 13.75” OAL, 8” brush with a 2.5” trim. Bench 
brush is 9.5” OAL with 2.5” trim.

bench and counter brushes

Item # Brush Material Price

B22 White Synthetic $30.00

B22BK Black Synthetic $30.00

B22G Green Synthetic $30.00

B24 White Boar Hair $42.00

B24BK Black Boar Hair $42.00

counter brush bench brush

Item # Brush Material Price

B23 White Synthetic $32.50

B25 White Boar Hair $45.00

B25BK Black Boar Hair $45.00

This basting brush has a hook right where it is needed, on the edge. This keeps the brush from sitting on the bottom of the pan, and 
keeps  it out of the way and more comfortable to use. Epoxy set.

Item # Width Trim Brush Material Price

B52C 2” 2 1/4” Boar Hair $11.10

Dessert decorating has risen to an art form for many professional pastry chefs. After an extensive search for the right combination of 
materials and brush designs we are pleased to offer you our newest line of custom made food and pastry decorating brushes. This set 
of 4 brushes feature chip resistant lacquer dipped yellow handles that are easy to find in your work area. Overall length of brushes is 7". 
Long enough to be comfortable and not get in the way. The cadmium plated brass ferrules will not rust. Only the finest quality sable is 
used for its ability to hold and delicately apply liquids. The brush head sizes are .1" wide x .225" trim, .125" wide x .225" trim, .15" wide 
x .275" trim, and .225" wide x .3" trim.

pastry artist brush set of four brushes

Item # Price

B15 $10.50
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order toll free 1.800.645.4111 or on our website www.brush.com

roller cutters
The roller cutter features stainless steel wheels and shaft with handle grips. The wheels 
are sharpened from both sides to stay sharp longer. Wheels and shafts are sold 
separately so you may set the cutter up the way you like.

Item # Length Price

DC1 24” $44.00

DC2 30” $49.00

stainless shaft with handles

Item # Diameter Price

DCW 4 1/2” $28.00

stainless steel cutting wheel (each)

clean-upbrushes

The epoxy set bristles allow this brush to last 10 times as long as look alike products. Over 100 tufts of high quality synthetic fiber help 
the brush to keep its shape and make cleaning both easier and more efficient. It’s available in two sizes: 9” and 20” both with a 2” trim.

This brush reaches in and cleans areas in the kitchen that otherwise would be impossible to clean. A thin polypropylene block is set 
with synthetic or boar hair bristles. Each brush is 24” long with a 2 1/4” trim.

white epoxy set

pot brushes

showcase brushes

Item # Length Price

9190 9” $22.60

9191 20” $26.25

white staple set

Item # Length Price

9197 9” $13.90

9199 20” $16.70

staple set
Item # Brush Material Price

9556 White Synthetic $10.20

9556G Green Synthetic $10.20

9556BK Black Synthetic $10.20

2556 White Horse Hair $11.80

2556B Black Horse Hair $11.90

epoxy set
Item # Brush Material Price

9556X White Synthetic $24.30

2556X White Boar Hair $25.20

Muffin pans are extremely awkward to clean without this tool. Stiff synthetic fiber will remove 
baked on debris but will not harm non-stick coatings .Two sizes are available.

muffin pan brushes

Item # Size Top Diameter Price

B34A Large 3 5/8” $15.80

B34B Medium 2 3/4” $15.20



clean-upbrushes
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R Brushes shipped in white unless otherwise specified by letter designation following the item number.
Some prices for colors may vary. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

Braun tank brushes are designed to clean from any angle. The highest quality synthetic 
bristles are flared in all directions. The 7400 series has an extra large brush area to make 
big clean up jobs faster. Accepts any standard threaded handle.

tank brushes

Item # Diameter Width Price

7400 5 1/2” 11 1/2” $42.90

white tank brush
Item # Diameter Width Price

9400 5 1/2” 11 1/2” $105.00

white tank brush epoxy set

This brush fits comfortably in the palm of the hand. It is constructed of white polypropylene 
block and synthetic bristles. These brushes are impervious to water and solvents. Bristles are 
securely set with stainless steel staples.

scrub brushes

Item # Length Trim Price

9632 6 1/2” 1 1/4” $12.50

white scrub brush

These brushes fill a variety of cleaning needs in the food service environment. They are great for cleaning carafes, soft serve ice cream 
machines, bottles and jars. Each brush is made using a wire wound technique. This method holds the synthetic bristle securely to the solid 
polypropylene handle using a stainless steel wire.

carafe & jar brushes

Item # Length Diameter Price

91008P 12” 2 3/4” $35.70

jar brush - 8 oz
Item # Length Diameter Price

9075P 16” 3” $33.60

quart brush

Item # Length Diameter Price

9275P 16” 3 1/2” $33.60

half gallon brush

Very full nylon brush heads. Each tuft is securely held with stainless steel staples. Add the solid 
plastic handles, and you have an outstanding performer. Brush measures 16” overall length.

fitting brushes

Item # Length Diameter Price

9875 16” 2 3/4” $14.60

9975 16” 3 1/4” $15.00

white fitting brush

coffee pot brush
The silex coffee pot brush fits perfectly in coffee pots to make cleaning easier. Nylon bristles are 
held securely between heavy gauge corrosion resistant wires. This is a very durable brush. 

Item # Brush Material Price

2058N Synthetic $16.70

In order to read the quantity of coffee in the coffee urn, the sight gauge must be clean. This 
brush is designed specifically for that task .The sight gauge brush will not scratch the glass.

sight gauge tube brush

Item # Length Diameter Price

313824 24”” 5/8” $4.10
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This easy to apply cream formula cleans, polishes and protects all metals. It is non-toxic, water 
based and biodegradable. You may use this metal cleaner on hot surfaces up to 550 degrees 
Fahrenheit. It will even remove heat marks and discoloration.

metal cleaner

Item # Amount Price

MC1000 16 oz $16.95

ovenbrushes
oven and hearth brushes
The revolving oven brush is designed to reach in and clean while the oven is in operation. 
Natural tampico fibers staple set in a rock maple block take the heat. The brick hearth oven 
brush utilizes the same construction. With a D12 handle (see page 6), this brush can reach 
the back of your brick oven.

Item # Length Price

B370 51” $32.00
Item # Width Price

403016 16”” $40.70

403024 24”” $50.00

tunnel oven brushrevolving deck oven brush

pizza/broiler brushes
There is no wood in this brush to char or crack. A special hygienic, heat resistant epoxy 
makes this the most durable oven brush available. Either brass or stainless steel bristles are 
permanently fused to the aircraft quality aluminum block. The back of the brush is designed 
to be used as a scraper. Specially designed handles (A2 & A3 shown on page 7) should be 
used with these brushes.

Item # Brush Material Width Price

B30 Brass Wire 10” $51.90

B32 Stainless Steel Wire 10” $53.00

There is no need to let the fryer cool down to use these brushes. Teflon bristles from DuPont will 
take up to 500 degrees Fahrenheit. The polypropylene handle will insulate the user from the 
heat. There are two styles to choose from. For particularly tough jobs, Braun has made the 
stainless steel fryer brush. The stiff stainless steel bristles are epoxied to an insulating wood 
handle. This brush really takes the heat.

deep fryer brushes

Item # Length Diameter Price

100T 28” 1 3/8” $45.20

101T 24” ‘L’ tip 1” $47.30

teflon fryer brush stainless steel fryer brush
Item # Length Diameter Price

543 20” 5” $45.00

This all hardwood bagel peel is made with solid 5 ply baltic birch plywood that resists chipping and 
warping. The paddle dimensions are 1/4" thick x 24" wide x 29" long. Attached is a solid rock maple 
wood handle that provides a long wear life. The handle length is 21". Replacement paddles or handles 
may be purchased separately.

Item # Description Price

BP1 Bagel Peel $57.80

BP1HDL Bagel Peel Handle $26.30

BP1P Bagel Peel Replacement Paddle $36.80

bagel peel
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Braun’s floor brooms are without question, the finest made. Each broom is hand made with each tuft of 
bristle set deep in epoxy. The pure boar hair brush is for dry sweeping. The soft hair will pick up the 
finest flour and dust. The synthetic broom is extremely durable and may be washed to it’s original 
condition. Epoxy setting makes these brooms impervious to liquid.

floor brooms

R Brushes shipped in white unless otherwise specified by letter designation following the item number.
Some prices for colors may vary. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

Item # Brush Block Trim Price

77N14 14” 3” $95.00

77N18 18” 3” $125.00

77N24 24” 3” $150.00

synthetic epoxy set floor broom boar hair epoxy set floor broom
Item # Brush Block Trim Price

77B14 14” 3” $100.00

77B18 18” 3” $130.00

77B24 24” 3” $155.00

This white rubber and stainless steel squeegee is designed to stay clean and rust free for 
years of satisfactory service. The white rubber blade is replaceable.

squeegee

Item # Price

1776 $52.50

stainless steel back squeegee replacement white rubber
Item # Price

1776RR $16.30

Braun’s SS1 5’ stainless steel handle is the only one in the industry. This is truly a lifetime handle. Heavy gauge stainless steel is rust and 
corrosion proof. The handle is sealed at each end to be impervious to liquids. Model D is a heavy duty wood handle with a cast aluminum 
tip. F is a medium duty wood handle with a cast aluminum tip. Both D and F are 5 ft. long. D12, for hearth ovens, is a two piece, 12 ft. long 
wood handle with heavy duty aluminum fittings.

handles

Item # Handle Length Price

SS1 54” $50.40

SS3 36” $46.20

SS4 48” $48.30

SS5 60” $53.60

SS6 72” $59.90

stainless steel wood with metal tip
Item # Handle Length Diameter Price

D 60” 1 1/8” $8.50

F 60” 1 5/16” $6.70

D12 12 ft. 1 1/8” $46.20

to be used with B30 and B32 only
Item # Description Price

A2 Hardwood Handle w/ Stainless Steel Nut & Bolt 48” $10.00

A3 Heavy Duty Handle Reinforced Aluminum End 48” $35.70

The fibers on the black brush are trimmed to a chisel edge to allow the brush to scrub aggressively 
along grout lines. The stiff black fiber will stand up to tough use. It takes a standard threaded handle 
(not included). The swivel head on the blue brush makes it ideal to use as either a floor brush or a 
wall brush for tiled or other hard surfaces. It is a good stiff scrub brush that will stand up to loads of 
use. It takes a standard threaded handle (not included).

tile and grout brushes

Item # Brush Block Trim Price

1531 8” 1” $7.20

black swivel grout brush blue swivel head tile and grout brush
Item # Brush Block Trim Price

1532 9 1/2” 3 1/2” $24.60
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art
automotive
baking
candy
carpet & upholstery cleaning
conveyor & cylindrical
cosmetic
dairy & food
home brewing
packaging
pharmaceutical
tennis

industrybrushes

Custom designed brushes and price quotations available upon request.


